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TAX PRESSURES AND REFORMS OPTIONS 1
Germany’s tax base is under pressure from the dual global problems of base erosion and profit shifting
by multinational businesses and tax competition among countries—both of which have been
intensified by digitalization. Germany has been a leader in adopting anti-avoidance provisions. This, in
combination with being a large economy, allows Germany to maintain a tax rate higher than the
OECD average. Efficiency-improving tax reforms are possible, ideally to address the domestic tax
competition and complexities arising from having both a federal and a municipal corporate income
tax, and in any event through technical reforms to address certain inconsistencies that have arisen in
the interaction of anti-avoidance provisions with other tax laws. Germany’s labor tax wedge is high,
especially for secondary earners in couples. Careful reforms, safeguarding tax preferences for families
while avoiding negative labor supply effects for secondary earners, are warranted.

A. Introduction
1.
Germany’s corporate income tax (CIT) system is, like that of most open economies,
under pressure from profit shifting and tax competition. A recent IMF staff paper for the
Executive Board (IMF, 2019) describes the general global issues and several reform options. These
issues are relevant for Germany, though the specific institutional and macroeconomic situation must
be considered in assessing how any of these would affect Germany.
2.
Germany’s position on the international spectrum of applicable business tax rates has
been rising as a relative matter, compared to other OECD countries. Many of those countries
have been reducing their rates—most recently and notably with the US statutory rate reduction in
2018 from an average of nearly 40 percent to 25-26 percent (including subnational taxes). This shift
alters some of the considerations that arise for Germany under the CIT system.
3.
This paper assesses international tax pressures from profit shifting and tax
competition in the German context and considers possible reforms to labor taxes. It examines
international tax issues under the current system, including in light of changes in the international
environment resulting from the EU Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (ATAD), the OECD Base Erosion and
Profit Shifting Project (BEPS), and the recent US tax reform (TCJA). The paper also assesses the
implications of various reforms to the international tax architecture that are under discussion in the
international dialogue, and are considered in the recent Board paper, discussing their implications
for Germany including in light of their interaction with the municipal business tax. Finally, it turns to
an analysis of the labor tax wedge and possible reforms to reduce marginal tax rates, in particular
for secondary earners in couples.
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B. Analysis of Issues in Germany
Rate and Base
4.
The German CIT system consists of a federal and local business tax and is augmented
by the solidarity surcharge. The federal corporate income tax (FCIT, “Körperschaftsteuer”) stands at
15 percent. The German FCIT base has relatively few tax expenditures in line with best international
practices. The additional local business tax (LBT, also known as “trade tax”, in German:
“Gewerbesteuer”) is raised on a slightly broader base,2 which adds back, among other items, ¼ of
interest payments. 3 Its rate averages another 14 percent, with a statutory minimum of 7 percent. 4
Both the FCIT and LBT are levied independently and are nondeductible from each other. The FCIT is
augmented by a surtax (“Solidaritätszuschlag”) of 5.5 percent. The combined rate is roughly 30
percent, on average.
5.
The LBT plays an important role for local public finances but has some undesirable
features, creating both current and potential future problems. In 2018, the LBT made up
78 percent of municipalities’ self-raised revenues and 41 percent of their total revenues. 5 Because
the rate is set by municipalities, the LBT creates tax competition within Germany. 6 It also adds
complexity, given its different tax base. As will be discussed, the LBT creates various difficulties with
respect to its interaction with German anti-avoidance measures and possible international CIT
reform options.
6.
The combined German CIT rate is currently among the highest in the world. It is
particularly high compared to other advanced economies, including advanced European economies
(Figure 1). Since the last major German rate cut in 2008, the trend toward lower CIT rates continued
in most regions, opening up an increasing gap between Germany and other countries. Effective
average tax rates, which take account of the tax base in addition to the rate, are equally very high in
Germany, confirming that tax bases are relatively broad, and therefore do not compensate for the
high tax rate (Figure 2).

2

For companies operating in more than one municipality, tax bases are allocated using a payroll-based formula.

3

Other additions include ¼ of the following: 1/5 of rent and leasing rates for movable property, ½ of rent and
leasing rates for immovable property, ¼ of license fees and royalties (note that this indeed means that ¼ is
multiplied by the other fraction given). There are also deductions, for example, for 1.2 percent of the official value of
real estate to reflect the fact that this is already covered by the municipal property tax.

4

See Annex Table 1 for details.

5

Source: Federal Statistical Office. Total revenues of municipalities include their revenue share of PIT and VAT.

6

E.g., see, Fossen and Steiner (2018).
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7.
Despite the high tax rate, the broad legal base, and apparently robust anti-avoidance
provisions, CIT revenues in Germany are surprisingly low (Figure 3). This is a longstanding
puzzle, and a starting point in this analysis. It partly reflects the low rate of incorporation, with many,
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even medium-sized, businesses under the personal income tax (PIT) in Germany. 7 However, it very
likely could suggest a loss of tax base from shifting multinational enterprise (MNE) profits from
Germany to lower tax jurisdictions: German inward and outward FDI is concentrated in a few
countries, some of which are known for their attractiveness for tax purposes (Table 1; Annex
Figure 1). And Germany has a rich network of bilateral tax treaties (Annex Figure 1). Finally, the share
of gross operating surplus (GOS) of foreign controlled affiliates in total GOS in Germany is below the
EU average (Figure 4).
Table 1. German FDI Pattern

Inward (% of total)
Netherlands
19
Luxembourg
17
United States
10
United Kingdom 9
Switzerland
8

Outward (% of total)
Netherlands
17
Luxembourg
13
United States
12
United Kingdom 9
Switzerland
6

Source: IMF Coordinated Direct Investment Survey (2017)

Figure 3. CIT Revenue, 2017
(percent of GDP)

1/

Source: OECD Revenue Statistics
__________
1/

For comparability purposes, OECD figures were used, those from national authorities may differ for various reasons.

7

There is no obvious tax reason for the low incorporation, as the top PIT rate is very close to the combined CIT and
dividend tax.
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Figure 4. Gross Operating Surplus (OS) of Foreign Controlled Affiliates
(percent of total nonfinancial GOS)

8.
There is also some more direct evidence of profit shifting out of Germany, but the
exact magnitude is difficult to gauge. Various strands of literature report estimates for Germany,
based on different methods: 8
•

Macroeconomic approach: Using macro data with estimated elasticities from U.S. multinationals,
Clausing (2016) estimates a revenue loss of 28 percent of German CIT revenues in 2012. Tørsløv,
Wier, and Zucman (2018), using a different method based on comparing profit-labor ratios of
MNEs and local business, also estimate a CIT revenue loss of 28 percent, but for 2015.

•

Micro-elasticity approach: Weichenrieder (2009) analyzes firm-level FDI data and finds that a 10percentage point increase in the parent's home country CIT rate leads to ½ percentage point
increase in the profitability of the German affiliate. This estimated elasticity for inbound FDI is
larger than that for outbound FDI.

•

Estimates of specific profit-shifting channels: Hebous and Johannesen (2019) focus on
international service payments at the firm-level and find a CIT revenue loss of about 3 percent.
Overesch and Wamser (2010) focus on thin capitalization and estimate that a 10-percentage
point higher difference in the tax rate between Germany and a foreign country leads to a
1.9 percentage point higher internal-debt ratio of MNEs.

8

All cited studies correspond to periods before the implementation of the minimum standards of the G20-OECD
BEPS initiative and the ATAD measures.
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9.
The recent U.S. tax reform can be expected to increase pressures but does not in itself
require an urgent reaction in terms of a rate cut. Most saliently, it reduced the combined federal
and state CIT rate from an average of over 39 percent to just over 25 percent. This flips the position
of Germany—which formerly, like all advanced economies, had a lower rate than the US—to having
a somewhat higher rate. The United States is an important location for German outbound FDI (12
percent of total), as well as a substantial (direct and indirect) source of inbound FDI. 9 Preliminary
assessments are mixed: Spengel and others (2018) predict a 25 percent increase in German FDI in
the United States, but also a 9 percent increase in the opposite direction. Beer, Klemm, and
Matheson (2018) forecast a negative impact on capital stocks and reported profits in Germany.
Neither study takes the novel features of the U.S. reform, such as the BEAT and the GILTI, 10 into
account in these simulations, though. Boumans and others (2019) report survey evidence that
suggests that German firms indeed plan to expand their U.S. operations, while the impact on
investment into Germany is ambiguous, being a complement to U.S. investment in some firms and a
substitute in others. 11

Anti-Avoidance Measures
10.
Germany has long been a European leader in the introduction of anti-tax avoidance
provisions—the outlines of some which have now been adopted in BEPS and ATAD. 12 Being a
leader is not without risks, as it creates an uneven playing field for German multinationals, although
the recent spread of such measures reduces this effect. Moreover, even with strong measures, there
is always some scope for avoidance, and with a high tax rate, some loss of tax base is inevitable.
Anti-avoidance provisions include, importantly, the interest stripping rule based upon limiting the
deduction for interest payments to a proportion of earnings before interest tax, depreciation and
amortization (EBITDA) which serves as the model for the rule adopted as a BEPS recommendation;
strict Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC) rules; and the “function shifting” provision of the
German exit taxation. This section discusses the last two of these.
11.
The CFC rules can have unwarranted negative impact, unintended, on some German
multinational companies. 13 There are three aspects of the German CFC rules potentially giving rise
to this.
Most significantly, the threshold rate for the country of investment which triggers an immediate
German tax on CFC income is set in German statute at 25 percent. While this remains below the
average German combined rate, it is now equal to or higher than the statutory rate in many

•

9

While 10 percent of German inbound FDI comes directly from the US, 36 percent comes through the Netherlands
and Luxembourg (Table 1)—a significant though unknown portion of which is ultimately from the US.

10

Base Erosion and Anti-abuse Tax and Global Intangible Low-Taxed Income. For details on their definition and their
international implications see Chalk, Keen, and Perry (2018) and Beer, Klemm, and Matheson (2018).

11

Interestingly, this appears to be anecdotally in line with Spengel and others (2018), above.

12

I.e., the G20-OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting initiative and the European Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive.

13

This particular area is one where the huge cut to the U.S. CIT rate actually does have a quite problematic impact.
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large jurisdictions that are important for real German investment—now notably including the
United States, particularly where outbound investment to the US goes to US states with low
state CIT rates.
•

The statutory definition and interpretation of “passive” is rather broad. In order to be treated as
CFC income, the activity in the foreign subsidiary giving rise to the income must be deemed
“passive” as opposed to active business income (as is always the case in CFC rules, as they are
designed to prohibit the siting of intangible assets in low tax jurisdictions). While in regard to
investments within the EU this definitional problem is mitigated by the “substance” rule set by
the European Court of Justice—which negates the application of member states’ CFC rules
where a foreign entity within the EU has “economic substance”—this is not the case in regard to
investment in the United States. Thus, the triggering rate threshold has become of great
importance for investment into the United States.

•

With foreign taxes creditable against FCIT only, and the CFC threshold at 25 percent, the
effective tax rate on foreign investment can exceed the domestic tax rate. Foreign tax arising on
income captured by Germany under the CFC rule is creditable against the German FCIT, but not
the LBT. 14 This means that US$100 of income taxed in the US at 21 percent, ignoring state taxes,
would normally give rise to a tax credit of US$21—but only US$15 of that can be used, to offset
German FCIT. Thus, the total tax burden in Germany will equal US$15 of German LBT (on
average) plus US$21 dollars of US tax, for a total tax burden of 36 percent—well above the
normal tax in Germany of 30 percent.

12.
Similarly, in implementing function-shifting rules, Germany was a leader in Europe in
introducing an exit-type tax. Such taxes are generally implemented to compensate for the loss of
tax revenue to the home country that may occur when assets or business activities are shifted
offshore to related entities in lower cost (or lower tax) jurisdictions. Germany is quite unique in
Europe for the degree to which its rules, known as “function shifting rules” in Germany, are detailed
in statute, in the context of value chain reorganizations, rather than mainly referring to the OECD
transfer pricing guidelines (TPGs), which address such related party business activity transfers (since
2010, in a separate Article IX of the TPGs). The German rules, while not in conflict with TPG Article IX,
result in a somewhat stricter interpretation—as a result both of the function shifting rules
themselves and their interaction with other aspects of the basic German transfer pricing rules. This is

14

Nor is “regular” foreign tax on active income, but since most such foreign income would be exempted by treaty in
Germany it poses less of an issue in that case.
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a rather technical area which has given rise to quite a bit of controversy with taxpayers. 15, 16

C. Reform Options for Germany
13.
Despite global downward pressures on CIT rates, Germany—as a relatively large
economy—can afford to maintain an above-average tax rate. The economics literature suggests
that smaller economies have a higher tax base elasticity than large economies (Bucovetsky, 1991;
Keen and Konrad, 2013). Further, the literature cited above predicting the impact of the U.S. rate cut
specifically for Germany is ambiguous in regard to negative real investment impacts for Germany.
And apparently, too, taxable profits were already being shifted out of Germany through various
routes, previous to the US statutory rate cut, attenuating the direct impact of statutory rates in that
regard.
14.
Private investment can be encouraged by direct incentives it, especially where positive
externalities are present, such as for research and development (R&D). Two options for
Germany to incentivize investment include:
•

Encourage R&D investments through tax measures that specifically target R&D inputs: This
is far more effective and efficient than ‘patent box’ regimes that offer a reduced CIT rate on
qualified income from know-how assets (IMF, 2016). R&D expenditures are widely seen as a key
driver of total factor productivity growth. Germany has traditionally fully relied on encouraging
firm innovation through direct subsidies without providing any tax deductions or tax credits.
Currently, the government is proposing introducing R&D tax credits, but the design is not
ambitious enough as it puts an upper cap on the amount of qualified R&D of €2 million
(Ministerial draft law of April 12, 2019). At the very least, the cap should be significantly
increased, if not eliminated. There is no reason from the externality standpoint to target small
firms, as the positive externalities are not restricted to small firms.

•

Provide accelerated depreciation: Evidence suggests that this measure is particularly effective
for cash-constrained firms (Zwick and Mahon, 2016). Accelerated depreciation decreases the
user cost of capital through increasing the present value of the stream of tax deductions. 17

15

The Ministry of Finance notes that since the German rules were adopted in their present form in the 2008 Foreign
Tax Act, they have been applied in about 160 adjustments.

16

An analysis of the history and effect of these rules is given in Van der Vlies (2018). The principal difference between
the German rules and the OECD guidelines lies in the valuation of the transferred function. Under the OECD
guidelines, ongoing businesses that are moved offshore should be valued as going concerns—which may as in
Germany cover valuation by discounting the expected future income stream. But rather than taking the value from
the point of view only of the “buyer” offshore, the German rules require also valuing from the perspective of a
prudent German manager the potential lost future profits from the transfer. The transfer price is then determined as
the average of the two estimates. This can have the effect of twice taxing half of the gain realized by the enterprise
from the benefit of moving abroad—once abroad, as profits are actually realized there, but also in Germany ex ante.

17

One possibility is to offer a higher depreciation rate in the first year (e.g., in 2018, Canada introduced a triple first
year depreciation for capital spending). The United States introduced full expensing of capital goods, the most
generous form of accelerated depreciation, in 2018.
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Accelerated depreciation benefits firms acquiring tangible assets, since spending to create
intangible assets, such as the wages of researchers, is typically expensed anyway.

Reforms to Anti-Avoidance Provisions
15.
The unintended possibility of excessive taxation resulting from CFC rules can be
addressed in at least three ways. The simplest would be to reduce the CFC threshold. This would
not only reduce the number of cases covered but would also reduce the risk that countries are
caught whose tax rates exceed the FCIT and therefore are not fully creditable; it would eliminate this
risk if it were aligned with the FCIT rate. It could be noted that under the ATAD, the triggering rate
for application of the now-mandatory CFC rules in the EU is much lower—50 percent of the
applicable CIT rate in the home country. In Germany, were the ATAD rule adopted, the rate would be
only 7.5 percent (as opposed to 25 percent), as the LBT is not counted for this ATAD purpose. While
it is probably not advisable to go that far, it would be wise to consider dropping the CFC threshold
to 15 or 20 percent to serve its original purpose. Another option is to make foreign taxes creditable
against the LBT. This second solution has the advantage that it would continue to work even under
any future FCIT cut. The definition of passive income could be revisited as well.
16.
From the point of view of economic efficiency, the question of exit taxation should
turn on whether such moves erode the overall tax base—not merely that in the transferring
country, or rather simply realize future location savings, even if perhaps in lower tax
jurisdictions. Interestingly, the German system now exempts “transfers of function” where more
than 25 percent of the value transferred arises from intangible assets, in which case valuation is
undertaken not on an entity/activity basis of future profit streams, but rather on an asset valuation
basis. This exception was apparently intended to avoid an incentive to establish research and
development activities abroad rather than in Germany—since if the results of R&D were developed
in Germany, without this rule the transfer of functions tax could apply when these results might
preferably be used elsewhere. This exemplifies the typical disadvantage of exit taxes, which is to
discourage investment in the first place. It is not clear, however, how big this issue really is—and
certainly not clear in comparison to the exit taxes imposed in other advanced countries. 18

D. Reactions to International Developments
Minimum Taxes
17.
The introduction of minimum taxes can be expected to benefit Germany, with
internationally coordinated solutions particularly powerful. The 2018 U.S. reform introduced
two provisions that imply minimum taxation of inbound and outbound investment (BEAT and GILTI).
A recent Franco-German proposal also proposes inbound and outbound minimum taxes, but unlike
the US provisions, with mechanisms to avoid double taxation. While a unilateral adoption of
minimum taxes in Germany is feasible and could protect its tax base, international coordination
would be even more effective, so the strategy of a joint proposal made at the Inclusive Framework is
18

It is understood that this issue is under study in the Ministry of Finance.
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promising. If a large group of countries agreed on a common approach and introduced such taxes,
it would have a dampening impact on tax competition generally, allowing source countries to raise
CIT rates toward the minimum tax levels, and also avoiding competition based on taxes for
corporate headquarters among residence countries. Coordination to adopt similar implementation
approaches would reduce compliance costs. Minimum taxes can be applied within the current
international tax system or in combination with the international reform options discussed below.
18.
Efficient minimum taxes will face implementation issues that will need to be resolved,
some of which are specific to Germany. The Franco-German proposal is potentially more efficient
than cruder minimum taxes but administratively more difficult. Specifically, the proposal for this
minimum tax depends on effective levels of taxation in the other country. This can cause difficulties,
as even aside from the difficulty in measurement, there are many reasons that tax payments can be
low, even in high tax countries. Loss carry forward or accelerated depreciation, for example, can lead
to temporarily low tax payments that are made up in future years. A pragmatic approach will need
to be found, but there is so far no concrete consensus on how to do it. In Germany, the LBT again
creates a difficulty. Notably, to prevent inbound investment in Germany from being subject to
minimum taxes in home countries, it is essential that the LBT is also counted. This may be difficult to
defend unless symmetrically, credit for foreign taxes is given against the LBT, as discussed above.

Digitalization
19.
Potentially significant tax avoidance by digital companies has led to an international
debate about their taxation. The debate about the adequate level of taxation should however be
distinguished from the question of the allocation of taxing rights. Ring-fencing of a so-called
“digital” sector should be avoided. The overall economy is becoming increasingly digitalized,
rendering the identification of a digital sector difficult or impossible. In particular, ad hoc taxes,
especially if applied to inefficient bases such as turnover, and if adopted in an uncoordinated
fashion, can lead to over-taxation of actual profits, as well as economic distortions. Moreover, many
current proposals would have strong threshold effects. It is welcome that Germany has avoided such
ad hoc taxes for this sector.
20.
The growing international debate whether market countries should be entitled to
taxing rights over income arising in connection with sales (or activities) in their jurisdictions is
very important and represents a major shift in thinking about the international architecture,
but implications for Germany are hard to assess. It should, though, be held more broadly than
just in regard, again, to the “digital” sector. One suggestion for achieving this would be to extend
the definition of “economic presence” establishing taxing rights, ideally based on a new international
consensus. This has always required physical presence through “permanent establishments”—but
the idea that market penetration can now be so extensive without physical presence as to render the
business virtually present in a jurisdiction is under discussion in OECD debate. And the idea has now
been explicitly embodied in intrastate corporate taxation among US states, in a recent US Supreme
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Court decision 19 which found that the concept of physical presence makes even less sense in light of
the modern economy and technology. While likely important for Germany, there are unfortunately
no data available that would permit assessing the likely implications for Germany of a move to more
generally recognized broader concept of permanent establishments.

Formulary Methods
21.
Formula apportionment (FA) approaches mitigate profit allocation issues, including
due to increased digitalization of the economy, but are less effective in reducing tax
competition. Under FA, the accounts of all affiliates are consolidated at the group level (hence this
is referred to as “unitary taxation”), rendering classical profit-shifting techniques among related
entities irrelevant, although manipulation of allocation factors would be possible. The consolidated
profit is then allocated across jurisdictions using a formula. The allocation factors can reflect the
location of production (e.g., payroll, number of employees, and tangible assets) and/or sales. The
greater the weight on sales, 20 the more the tax deviates from the current production-based system
toward a destination-based system, and the more robust it becomes to tax competition given that
consumers are far less mobile than most inputs to production. While jurisdictions maintain their
sovereignty over the tax rate, agreement on a common tax base is needed for the system to work
efficiently. To the extent that jurisdictions try to attract factors that enter the allocation formula, tax
competition would continue.
22.
Of most relevance for Germany is the EU proposal of a common consolidated
corporate tax base (CCCTB) is a form of FA that has attractive features as it reduces
opportunities for transfer mispricing and other tax planning schemes within the EU. Shifting
profits outside of the EU would remain possible, however. 21 Fuest, Hemmelgarn, and Ramb (2007)
estimate that the CCCTB would lead to a reduction of the German CIT base of 17 percent. The
European Commission (2016) found that the German CIT revenues would decline by 0.24 percent of
GDP 22 (about 15 percent of CIT revenue) as a result of the CCCTB. That does not mean that a CCCTB
may not be in Germany’s interest: first, the revenue losses could be smaller if a slightly broader tax
base is chosen than the one in the current proposal; second, the reduction in administrative costs
and future losses from profit shifting would need to be considered, too; third, the rate could be
adjusted if necessary.
23.
Proposals for residual profit allocation (RPA) embody some of the aspects of FA,
though they may be relatively easier to implement as they (as typically proposed) preserve
the arm’s length pricing method for routine profits and are more likely to be revenue neutral
for Germany. They do, however, come with their own challenges. While RPA reforms differ in their
19

South Dakota v. Wayfair, Inc., 585 U.S. ___ (2018) (138 S. Ct. 2080)

20

“Sales” would then need to be measured on a destination basis, as is the case in the existing subnational FA
schemes, such as in the United States.

21

The CCCTB as proposed in 2016 also foresaw allowing for super R&D deductions and an allowance for corporate
equity (ACE).

22

Table 39, page 150.
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details, the main idea is to tax routine returns—defined based on some indicators of routine profits
such as a markup—in the source country. The difference between total group profit and total
routine profits—i.e., the ”residual”—would then be allocated based on a formula, e.g., based on
sales by destination. While RPA proposals are currently mainly discussed in connection to taxing
digital companies, the difficulties of allocating profits in the presence of intangibles arise more
broadly, and the solution should therefore not be restricted to a ring-fenced sector. Estimates
suggest that Germany at present taxes profits that are roughly equal to routine returns—based on a
markup of 10 percent of the economy fixed assets (Figure 5). However, such estimates crucially
depend on the exact proxy for routine profits, reflecting the practical challenge with this reform
option. Moreover, as in the FA approach, the allocation of redistribution of profits across countries
will depend on the chosen formula.
Figure 5. Differences Between Revenues from Taxing Routine Returns and CIT Revenues
(percent of GDP)
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24.
The LBT could provide an obstacle in implementing the CCCTB or a global FA in
Germany. If the LBT is maintained independently, it would still require transfer prices to determine
its base, increasing compliance costs and failing to remove transfer price manipulation incentives.
One solution might be to align its tax base. In that case, the tax base allocated to Germany could
then be allocated further among municipalities, possibly by a different formula, as this would then
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be an internal affair. However, there appear to be some constitutional constraints to full equalization
of tax bases, 23 which should otherwise already take place now, independently of a move toward FA.

Destination-Based Taxation

Percent of GDP

25.
Destination-based cash-flow taxes (DBCFTs) are currently not on any country’s
agenda, but their likely strong impact if adopted by a major economy suggests a need for an
analysis of their potential impact on Germany. Estimates in Hebous, Klemm, and Stausholm
(2019) indicate that countries with trade surpluses and high incomes are generally more likely to
lose revenue. However, surprisingly, Germany is found to gain revenues from a hypothetical DBCFT
in 2011, 24 reflecting again the weak
revenue performance of the current
Figure 6. CIT versus DBCFT Revenue
CIT. The hypothetical DBCFT, under
5
Current CIT revenue
which there is no profit shifting or
Hypothetical DBCFT Revenue
4
other avoidance, would then raise
more, despite the loss of revenue on
3
net exports. Results using updated
data, however, show that Germany
2
would likely lose revenue from a
DBCFT in more recent years (Figure 6)
1
as the trade surplus has increased
0
even further. Moreover, as businesses
currently under PIT would also move
to a DBCFT, some additional losses in
Source: IMF staff estimates.
PIT revenues would likely increase the
revenue loss further. It is important to
note, however, that a unilateral adoption in another country would have potentially severe
repercussions for Germany and other countries, because this would reduce the DBCFT adopting
country’s effective tax rate on export-related rents to zero, creating powerful incentives to shift
activity and profits out of Germany and into that country.

E. Labor Taxes
Personal Income Tax
26.
Labor income is taxed at progressive rates, with married couples taxed at their average
income. The subsistence level (currently €9,168) is not taxed. A unique feature of the German PIT is
that the marginal rate rises steadily (with the slope changing once) from 14 to 42 between €9,168
and €55,960. Thereafter it remains flat, with one step rise to 45 percent at €265,326.

23

The main argument is that taxing rights are allocated to different levels of government and if tax bases were the
same, municipalities do not have a right to levy a CIT.

24

The study uses that year because it allows the greatest number of observations across countries.
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27.
The joint assessment of couples reduces their average tax rate but raises the marginal
tax on the secondary earner, reducing his or her incentive to supply labor. Figure 7 compares
marginal tax rates of a single individual to a married person with the same income whose spouse
earns a constant €40,000. It
Figure 7. Marginal Tax Rates
reveals that the marginal tax
(percent)
rate is increased dramatically for
low-paying work of married
persons compared to singles
(while it is reduced slightly once
income exceeds the partner’s).
The effect is stronger the
greater the partner’s income,
and in the extreme case, with
the partner earning twice the
threshold for the maximum PIT
rate (i.e., €0.53 million), the
marginal tax rate would be 45
percent from the first euro
earned by the secondary earner.
The increase in marginal tax
rates of secondary earners
therefore reduces incentives to supply labor at both the extensive and intensive margins for lowpaying jobs.
28.
Any reform proposal to address the negative labor supply effect of the current system
will need to reflect various tradeoffs and legal constraints. Many advanced economies have
moved toward individual taxation, 25 which fully resolves the problem of high marginal tax rates for
secondary earners but has the disadvantage of treating households with similar incomes very
differently, depending on how these incomes are distributed. In the German legal context, the
subsistence level must remain untaxed. This is implemented through the tax-free allowance, which is
set at the subsistence level for an individual, and therefore automatically doubles for a couple under
the current system. A move to unadjusted individual taxation would therefore cause issues with oneearner couples, where the earning partner is legally obliged to support the other but would be taxexempt on the subsistence for one person only. Moreover, any system must not treat a married
couple less favorably than two individuals, given constitutional constraints. This would not rule out
individual taxation, but prevents any “marriage penalty,” as exists in some countries.
29.
The Scientific Advisory Council to the Federal Ministry of Finances prepared a study
assessing three reform proposals (BMF, 2018a). These are two existing reform proposals 26 and a
25

Exceptions include the United States.

26

They have been made by various experts, see previous discussion in Sachverständigenrat (2013).
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new one. In their assessment the existing proposals would do little do reduce marginal tax rates on
secondary earners, while their new proposal fares better. They also stress the importance to a
comprehensive approach including the social security system. The three proposals are:
•

Real splitting: In this proposal couples are taxed individually but can transfer income between
themselves up to a maximum amount. It is therefore very similar to the current system, except
that there would be a cap on the tax benefit from sharing the income. This proposal would
therefore have little impact, except for couples with very large differences in earnings.

•

Transfer of unused allowance: This proposal also starts with individual taxation but allows
transferring only any unused part of the tax-free allowance. This would still discourage taking up
work for the secondary earner, as this would lead to a loss in tax benefit of the first earner at
their higher tax rate.

•

Additional married couples’ allowance: Again, this starts with individual taxation, but there is an
additional allowance for married people, which is withdrawn at 50 percent of the partner’s
income. This proposal still involves high marginal tax rates for secondary earners, but the 50
percent withdrawal rate mitigates this compared to the other proposals.

30.
The mission prepared two additional proposals, which have the benefit of dramatically
reducing marginal tax rates for secondary earners, while ensuring that the subsistence level is
untaxed for all couples. These proposals, too, start from the premise of individual taxation but with
modifications to ensure that at least the official subsistence level for a couple of €15,540 remains tax
free, even if there is only one earner.
•

Tax allowance for couples: The first proposal is to offer one additional allowance of €6,372 for
couples, with each partner keeping one standard allowance. Unlike previous proposals, the
additional allowance would not be withdrawn, thereby avoiding any negative impact on labor
supply of the spouse. This proposal would have the disadvantage of favoring well-off individuals
for whom the increase in the allowance is worth more. As shown in the left panel of Figure 8, this
reform reduces marginal tax rates for secondary earners so that they match those of a single
until both incomes are equal. Thereafter they are briefly below those for a single, as at that point
it makes sense to shift the additional allowance to the higher earner. The revenue impact of this
reform is likely negative, but as the value of the allowance depends on marginal tax rates,
estimating it will require micro data, unavailable to the mission.

•

Tax credit for couples: The second proposal offers a tax credit instead, worth exactly the tax that
an individual would pay on income of €15,540 (the subsistence level for a couple), which comes
out at €1,277. Again, this would not be withdrawn, thereby avoiding any increase in the marginal
tax rate of secondary earners. This reform achieves a perfect match of marginal tax rates with
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those of an individual (left panel of Figure 8). The static revenue impact of this reform is slightly
positive. 27
31.
Under the reform proposals, however, average tax rates would be higher for
households with very low earning spouses compared to the current system, revealing the
tradeoff between ensuring work incentives and treating households similarly independent of
their income distributions. Average tax rates remain below what they would be if simple individual
taxation were adopted (Figure 8, right panel); at higher earnings levels the average tax rates for the
second spouse are somewhat lower under the proposed system than the current one.
Figure 8. PIT (only) Rates for Married People Whose Spouse Earns €40,000
(percent)

The Labor Tax Wedge
32.
The PIT described above is augmented by a surtax. This so-called solidarity surcharge is
5.5 percent of the PIT liability. Its introduction was partly motivated by the need to cover the costs of
German reunification, but its revenues are not formally earmarked. According to the current
coalition agreement, it is meant to be abolished for lower and middle incomes from 2021. The surtax
does not raise fundamental tax policy considerations, apart from creating a less transparent system
than what a simple increase in tax rates could have achieved (the reason for the surtax structure is
that it accrues to the federation, while PIT is split among the federation, the federal states, and the
municipalities). It raises interesting political economy issues: whenever a temporary tax is introduced

27

The current joint system costs €22.6 billion compared to individual taxation (BMF, 2018b). The cost of the tax credit
would be up to €22.5 billion (calculated as €1277 per couple for 17.6 million couples (Statistisches Bundesamt), which
is a slight over-estimate, as not all couples will have sufficient tax liabilities to use up the full credit).
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in a progressive manner (such as the solidarity surcharge) then its simple abolition is necessarily
regressive, creating potential pushback.
33.
More importantly, the labor tax wedge is augmented by social security contributions
totaling 38.75 percent. Contributions are payable for pension (18.6 percent), unemployment
(2.5 percent), health (14.6 percent) and long-term care (3.05 percent) insurance, up to an upper
earnings limit of €80,400 for pensions and unemployment, and €54,450 for health and long-term
care. Half of the contributions are paid out of the wage and the other half is paid by the employer
(which does not indicate the incidence). The employee’s share of contributions is to some extent
deductible from PIT. 28
34.
The resulting total marginal tax wedge ends up with an odd shape peaking at around
64 percent for taxable incomes just below €54,450. Figure 9 shows the marginal and average
wedge, with an annotation explaining each kink in the marginal rate schedule. As shown, the
schedule is progressive over some range and regressive thereafter. 29 The regressive part is the result
of the upper earnings limits for social insurance contributions. In interpreting this, the different
Figure 9. The Marginal and Average Tax Rates for Individuals Including Social
Contributions
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28

They are deductible up to a limit of €1900. However, if long-term care and 96 percent of health contributions
alone exceed this amount, they are deductible without limit.

29

Indeed, over the range of 67 to 100 percent of per capita income, Germany’s tax and social security system is more
progressive than in the average OECD member, while Germany’s system is among the less progressive systems as
incomes rise from 100 to 167 percent of per capita income (Annex, Figure A2). Comparative data for further income
increases are not available, but Germany’s system would certainly turn regressive over ranges where the social
security contribution is phased out.
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nature of social security contributions should be considered, too. From a taxpayer perspective, the
pension and unemployment insurance contributions lead to earnings-related entitlements, so they
represent savings (for pensions) or insurance fees (for unemployment). The health and long-term
care contributions also lead to entitlements, but those are not earnings related, so these
contributions are in their nature much closer to taxes.

300
11700
23100
34500
45900
57300
68700
80100
91500
102900
114300
125700
137100
148500
159900
171300
182700
194100
205500
216900
228300
239700
251100
262500
273900
285300
296700

35.
The PIT reforms
Figure 10. Marginal Tax Wedges
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Marginal Tax Wedges
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70
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0
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Income (EUR)
getting any additional health
benefits. An additional charge for
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insuring otherwise uninsured
spouses in single earner households would address this.

36.
Addressing the very high marginal tax wedges for incomes around the median would
require further cuts in the PIT or social security contribution rate. The suggested couples’
allowance or credit would not address the peak tax wedge that applies around median incomes. This
would have to be achieved by cuts to the tax or social security contribution rates. Options include
flattening the PIT schedule by increasing the starting point for the 42-percent tax band or reducing
one of the social contributions with a weak link to entitlements—health or long-term care. Of
course, any resulting shortfall in the insurance funds should then be covered by budgetary transfers
from general revenues. Another option would be to lower the health contribution rate, while raising
or abolishing the upper limit in a revenue-neutral fashion. 30
37.
The preferred approach to reducing the tax wedge should not only consider the
impact on the shape of wedge but also the impact on aggregate demand. Notably, if the
reduction is achieved by reducing social security contributions, it would be preferable to reduce the
employees’ share. While it is irrelevant in the long run whether the employers’ or employees’
contributions is cut, in the short term, with wage agreements fixed, a cut to the employees’
contribution would add more rapidly to disposable income and support external adjustment.
30

See also Bach, Haan, and Harnisch (2018) for suggestions on how to make social security contributions
progressive.
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Marginal Employment
38.
The current approach to addressing the high marginal tax rates of secondary earners is
through a special regime for marginal employment (“mini jobs”). This alternative regime can be
elected for jobs paying up to €450 per month. More than one such job can be taken, provided total
earnings remain below this limit. Under this scheme the PIT is covered through a final 2 percent
charge, social security contributions are reduced from 38.75 to 31.7 percent, or to 28 percent if the
employee opts out of the pension insurance. Unlike the usual split, the employer is liable for the full
28 percent, the employee only covers the optional 3.7 percent pension contribution. Apart from
pension rights (if chosen), the payments of the reduced social security charges do not provide any
entitlements (i.e., to health, long term care or unemployment benefits).
39.
The marginal employment scheme is attractive in specific cases, but has major
drawbacks. For low-income individuals, the scheme implies higher taxation than the standard
system, under which such incomes would remain below the annual tax-free allowance. In terms of
social security contributions, the total rate is slightly lower, but comes with the disadvantage of not
earning entitlements (other than optionally for the pension system). As a result of these two
disadvantages, the scheme is attractive mainly for people taking up a minor additional job or
married to an employed spouse, as in those cases the reduced tax rate is of advantage and social
insurance benefits are already accessible. The scheme therefore has the following disadvantages:
•

It encourages labor supply of secondary earners, but only for minimal activities. The suggested
allowance or credit for couples would achieve a greater tax reduction for larger incomes of
secondary earners.

•

It provides beneficial tax treatment without regard to the overall economic situation of an
individual, as applicability is unrelated to earnings in any regular employment.

•

It creates threshold effects, preventing employers from raising hours or pay incrementally.
Indeed, marginal tax rates can exceed 100 percent when exceeding the threshold, because at
that point all earnings will turn taxable if the personal allowance is already used by another job
or the spouse’s income.

•

The severe restrictions to entitlements related to social security charges may create
vulnerabilities. E.g., if used for secondary employment of spouses, they will not earn
independent entitlements to unemployment.

40.
There is an additional scheme for medium-level jobs, which has promising features.
The “midi job” scheme applies for earnings between €450 and €1300 (€850 until July 1, 2019). Unlike
the mini job scheme, all of the standard taxes apply, and the employer pays the standard rates.
However, social security contributions are phased in for the employee, while leading to the usual
entitlements.
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Appendix I. Additional Table and Figures
Table A1. The Distribution of LBT Rates, 2018
Federal State
Baden-Württemberg

1,101

12.3

9.3 15.8

Bayern (Bavaria)

2,056

11.8

8.1 17.2

1

14.4

14.4 14.4

419

11.3

7.0 15.9

Bremen

2

16.1

16.1 16.1

Hamburg

1

16.5

16.5 16.5

Hessen (Hesse)

426

13.3

10.0 16.8

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

780

11.9

7.0 16.3

1,002

13.0

10.5 17.5

396

15.7

9.1 19.3

2,306

13.0

11.2 31.5

52

14.7

12.6 17.2

Sachsen (Saxony)

438

13.8

10.5 17.2

Sachsen-Anhalt (Saxony-Anhalt)

221

12.2

8.3 17.7

1,110

12.0

8.8 15.8

849

13.2

8.4 16.5

Berlin
Brandenburg

Niedersachsen (Lower Saxony)
Nordrhein-Westfalen (North Rhine-Westphalia)
Rheinland-Pfalz (Rhineland-Palatinate)
Saarland

Schleswig-Holstein
Thüringen (Thuringia)
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt, IMF staff calculation.
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Figure A1. German and US FDI and the Tax Treaty Network

Notes: The size of the nodes represents the average withholding tax rate on dividends in the tax treaties of the
corresponding country (lower rate corresponds to larger nodes). The size of the links between the nodes
corresponds to the share of inward FDI from a country in total inward FDI of the node country.
Source: IMF staff illustration using IBFD data and IMF Coordinated Direct Investment Survey
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Figure A2. Tax Wedge Progressivity in OECD Countries, 2018

Note: The figure shows the average increase in the average tax rate as income rises by one percent of average per
capita income over the given range. E.g., in the top panel, this is calculated as the difference of the tax wedge at
100 and 67 percent of per capita income, divided by 33.
Source: IMF Staff Calculation using OECD Taxing Wages.
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